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the drum kit has 3 mics on the snare,
and 3 mics on the kick, but only 2 for
the hihat. in a perfect world, i would
have loved to have had a 3rd hihat
mic, but i cant complain too much
because the drum kit is great for
metal. you can pretty much tell what
the kick is supposed to be, and the
snare is always there, but when you
need the hihat, the hihat is there. the
hihat is great for adding punch to your
songs. the next plugin that ive
included is not only a compressor, but
a noise gate as well. however, unlike
compression, the noise gate lets you
control when the noise is allowed and
when it cant be heard. because noise
gates are so common in the world of
metal, this plugin is an excellent tool
to get the job done faster. make sure
to get your noise gate early in your
mix, so you can control the level of the
effect. oversampling makes the sound
more powerful and sounds like metal.
if youre someone who likes to
overdrive your sound and go for a
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powerful, distorted sound, then the
oversampling plugin is a perfect
solution for you. in addition to
overdriving, this plugin can actually
sound quite powerful even with no
distortion at all. vintage metal is made
to simulate the sound of the mid-90s.
the plugin can be used in almost any
genre, and you can find it in any of the
united plugins libraries. with vintage
metal, you get a strong, vintage sound
that can be used for almost any style
of music. youll also be able to hear a
sound that is similar to the sound of
classic metal. if youre looking for a
special metallic sound, then this plugin
is perfect. you can simulate the sound
of an older amp that is fairly known for
its sound, and you can experiment
with it to get the sound that you want.
also, because of its tonal nature, this
plugin is perfect for metal, and it can
be used in a lot of genres.
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classic metal. if youre looking for a
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